**Prominent scientist to speak at Clemson on April 12**

Marcus Feldman, the Burnet C. and Mildred Finley Wohlford Professor of Biological Sciences and Director of the Morrison Institute for Population and Resource Studies at Stanford University, will give a talk at 4:30 p.m. in the Watt Family Innovation Center Auditorium. Feldman’s talk will focus on mathematical and computer modeling techniques for evolutionary studies. For more information, contact Miriam Konkel at mkonkel@clemson.edu or visit clemson.edu/science.

**Miss Clemson sees the beauty in science**

Morgan Nichols is a senior in the College of Science’s department of genetics and biochemistry. Miss Clemson sees the beauty in science. Here’s what’s happening around the College of Science.

**Clemson’s Give Day 2019**

Clemson’s Give Day 2019 will be an energetic, 24-hour focus on giving for alumni, parents, staff, and students. Be sure to check out our website closer to the date at clemson.edu/give. Our goal is to bring together Clemson Family on April 3. Please visit to give to any area of the University’s greatest needs. Using TRUEREMOVE® technology, giving on Clemson’s Give Day is safe and secure.

**Important dates to remember**

**April and May will be busy months for College of Science students:**

- April 3: Give Day
- April 6: Spring Football Game
- April 8: Science. For more information, contact Miriam Konkel at mkonkel@clemson.edu.

**SCIENCE partners on T.I.G.E.R. Field Day**

During last year’s Clemson Family Spring Fling, the SCIENCE exhibit attracted hundreds of eager students, faculty and friends in support of the University’s greatest needs. This year’s annual Give Day to bring together Clemson Family on April 3. Please visit to give to any area of the University’s greatest needs. Using TRUEREMOVE® technology, giving on Clemson’s Give Day is safe and secure.